Ashmore's Men to Start Trip; Go Today at 7

Nine Students Will Leave for Games at Chicago and Michigan

In men good conditions.

Lincoln will Reconize Sun as Game with Minn.—Have Hard Hapiness on the Shelf. Stick with Chicago—Page Ross
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FIRST TRACK MEET OF IOWA WOMEN TO BE HELD IN SPRING

For the first time in the history of the University of Iowa, the men will branch out to include track work. The meet that will be held last part of April or the first of May, according to Eleanor W. Will

COWLING TO BE ESPEVER SPEAKER

President of Carleton College to Give Sunday Address—OrchestrA to Play

President Donald Cowling is a man of vig­

House Officers to Be Elected

Women's Association to En­

Orchance Organization of Houses of Five Women

Myrtle Madison All of Newlli was chosen president of the Women's Association at a meeting held at the Hotel Westminster yesterday. Margaret A. Starck of Iowa City was made vice-president. The organization, has cancelled her registration at the University, and is expected to attend either Wesley or the State Agricultural College at Ames, where she is a senior.

District captains were instructed to cease the collection of house points, and that all houses be required to be in every house there is a fire. The first day of classes.

A committee was appointed to select a delegate to represent the Women's Association at Lakes Grove, L. L. Smith, as the president of the organization, has cancelled her registration at the University, and is expected to attend either Wesley or the State Agricultural College at Ames, where she is a senior.
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SPECIAL
Opening of the Louisana Swamp exhibits occasional indifference with which none of the present spectators, accept the product of the years of work of men of science and science quite as a matter of course.

It is easy to look at the garden of the old palace at Versailles or read "The Origins of Species" or listen to a cowboy or discuss sea otters or examine and roommate. "Very beautiful," or "very interesting," or "very wonderful," and it is hard, in fact impossible, to comprehend the amount of labor that went into these hundreds of acres of garden in that day, or to realize properly that the overwhelming theory of Darwin is the fruit of years of study and research. This grandiose march is embodied in the story of the Galapagos:

Here is a bit of wild, southern swamp life reproduced in a placid and some unknown little sorority church." The Shop of "from the aesthetic and embraces the idea that even femininity can depart from the standard of beauty. From the point of view of the eye. From the point of view of the eye. From the point of view of the eye. From the point of view of the eye.
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The Great Ben Franklin said once, "Early to bed and early to rise, the Big Ben alarm clock says it every morning."

By Dw lid Z. Huffman

Mrs. D. O. O. Van Doren, band director, placed a Wagner number on his program for the second semi-weekly concert of the year to be given in the music auditorium, Sunday afternoon, January 20, and did something unusual. He announced that his choice was the "March of the Holy Grail" from "Parsifal." He did the unusual thing, explaining the music of the Wagner at his best. When able a critic as James Huneker calls it "an artificial melody of fatal music and grotesque forms," it is quite probable that something is wrong with it.

The composition of this opus was commenced in 1877 and it was not until July 1882 that the task was finished and the work performed at Bayreuth. The book is based chiefly on the music of Wagner from Dresden, which were written about 1820, but it is quite possible that the theme is certain older, probably sprung from the dim beginnings of literature. For it is the story of mighty work against night, evil attempting to seduce good. When all the Slave and vague details are eliminated, the story is this: The galloping youth of Bors, a great band of grotesse, fantastic, unreasonable details and conflicting theories so as to be easily recognizable. In it we find a medieval, a new, a new, being interpreted by the Magdalen, a Progressive, a new. A stageful of enticing situations, unnatural situations, and strange and conflicting theories. In short, the mysteries of the Grail. However weak and flimsy the drama may be, it is all remedied by the song of the Holy Grail—"The Valkyrie." You remember the old opera, the "Galilee." The opera was the Galilei creation. The bare skeleton of the story stands out as somewhat pointless; a stageful of exciting incidents transformed by the eye of the Galilei into shriveling day—"a spurious and drill instrumental" a chance of hope; voices singing substitute hymns of "a capella." The motivating doctrine cannot be discovered; the drama is a vague presentation of many creeds. Buddhism, Christian, Semitic, and Schopenhauerian philosophies. In its presentation in the mystery of the Grail there are disappointments due to conflicting dates, we suggest that you plan your functions early and make your arrangements with us as soon as possible.

E. A. Poemey, Manager.

BISHOP REMINGTON
at Trinity Church
TONIGHT

7:30

Class in Personal Religion, Parish House, every afternoon at 4:30

Are You

"A SLAVE OF VANITY"

VAN DOREN MAKES EXCPTION TO CUSTOM IN SELECTING 'PARSIFAL' NUMBER FOR CONCERT

DANCE

Stones Novelty Boys

Berkley Ball Room

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

8:45-11:45

NO TICKETS

ADMISSION $1.50

FLORENCE HINKLE

SOPRANO

In a Song Recital

TONIGHT AT 8:15

N. S. AUDITORIUM

Reserved seats at University Book Store till 6 p. m.
At Auditorium after 7:30 p. m.

The Hotel Jefferson

Social Communities

Please Note

Because there has been so many disappointments as to conflicting dates, we suggest that you plan your functions early and make your arrangements with us as soon as possible.

E. A. Foeemey, Manager.

The Hotel Jefferson

A certain restaurant in Chicago advertises

"No Orchestral Day"

We say so too!

"O. K." and his "family"

Turn out real music

Of the better kind.

And of course you enjoy

real music.
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Here is Value

Blouses and Waists
ON OUR
One Cent Sale
Our complete stock of Georgette, Crepe de Chine, and tub silk Blouses. One at regular price, a second of equal value.

1c
Get your friends to go in with you.
F. J. STRUB
Second Floor

Hawkeye Club Rooms
The House of Incomparable Service
Special Attention to After-Theatre Dances and Birthday Parties.
Beautiful Private Dining Room
317 3rd Avenue East

Sale of Waists
COMMENCING
Friday, January 21
Former $6.00, $15.00 and $35.00 Values
Now Selling at $3.00, $7.50 and $20.00
The materials are organza, dainty, crepes de chine, pussy willow taffetas and georgettes.

Helen Donovan's Shop
ACROSS FROM THE CAMPUS
Sale of Dresses Continues

shed, and was prominent in Y. W. C. A. work. She will also succeed Miss Friday as chaperon at Ball cottage.

What is
"A SLAVE OF VANITY"

NOW PLAYING
'HABIT'
—A MIRROR OF LIFE—
with
MILDRED HARRIS
Chaplin
SUNSHINE COMEDY
COME EARLY
ADMISSION 10-30c

GARDEN THEATRE
TODAY AND TOMORROW
HOBART BOSWORTH
in a powerful gripping story full of action and suspense
"The Brute Master"
COMEDY 
GARDEN ORCHESTRA
COMING FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

GRAND OPENING
Ryan's Paradise
112 1-2 South Clinton
Will be featured by a Program Dance
Saturday, Jan. 29, 1921
Tickets $1.50 including war tax
Limited Number
Get Yours Now
Music by Ryan's Wonder Boys
a 6-piece Novelty Orchestra
Is Your Girl
"A SLAVE OF VANITY"

WANT ADS
SAVE MONEY—Wear that old
suit. Trousers to match any out.
Peterson’s by City Hall.

ENGLERT THEATRE
STARTING TODAY
FOR 3 DAYS

Real Clothes Economy
1. Trousers cost 1-3 of suit.
2. Trousers last 1-2 as long
as coat and vest.
3. Extra trousers cost 1-4 of suit.
4. Life of suit doubled by
additional 1-4 cost.
5. Therefore we sell you two
suits for 5-4 cost of one.

PETTEN’S
By City Hall

Why not save on good clothes?

Plenty of University men will tell you that you can save substantially on clothes by coming here. Besides you get superb quality, matchless style and larger selections.

$55 $60 aristocratic overcoats

Magnificent models—big ulsterettes and great coats, English and town models of unmatched smartness, made of beautiful all-wool vicunas, deep fleecy lands, rich kerseys; exquisite English and town models of

$55 $60 costly fabric suits

Hard finish and pure worsted as fine as you’ve ever seen in rich dark patterns; beautiful linings; models fashioned for youthful athletic figure in the newest styles; more conservative models for older tastes; your profit is big on these $55 $60 suits at $34.

ARMSTRONG CLOTHING COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS

The Store for Men ... Iowa’s Largest

NEWTON
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